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ABSTRACT
In order to calculate mud transport rate,
two forms of
transport should be considered, which are (1) mud mass transport in
mud layer, and (2) suspended mud transport in water layer.
The
first type of transport (mass transport in mud layer) is greater
than the second one in quantity under soft mud or fluid mud
condition,
therefore the first type of transport is
mainly
considered.
The previously proposed methods to calculate the first
type of transport are summarized and discussed.
Then a new
transport model called visco-elastic-plastic model is derived and
some of the results of the model are shown. The model is based on
the assumption that the fluid mud layer can be assumed to be viscoelastic fluid and when the magnitude of stress in mud layer exceeds
the value of yield stress, the mud layer is modeled as visco-plastic
fluid.
Results of the new numerical model are compared with
laboratory results and some discussions are given.
1. INTRODUCTION

with

In coastal environment, a part of bottom surface is covered
soft mud.
In estuaries, in river mouth area of large rivers
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such as Yangtze river in China or Ganges river in Bangladesh, or in
large bay areas, most of the coastal bottom surface is covered with
soft mud.
In these areas, when surface water waves travel onto a
bottom of soft mud, inter-surface wave between water layer and mud
layer is generated. In the interface, fluid mud layer with high
water content is formed under stormy conditions. The inter-surface
wave causes mass transport in mud layer. This type of mud mass
transport as well as suspended mud transport in water layer is
considered to be the main mechanisms to transport mud in coastal
environment.
The former (mass transport in mud layer ) is lager
than the latter in quantity under many conditions of soft mud and
therefore it is important. Behavior of suspended mud is also
important when we analyze coastal environment problems or the effect
of construction works to the environment.
As stated in the previous part of this paper, the mechanism of
mud transport can be classified into two types which are (1) mud
mass transport in mud layer, and (2)suspended mud transport in water
layer.
In the followings,
the first transport type will be
discussed mainly because the first one is greater than the second
one in quantity.
Before we start to talk about mud behavior, mud characteristics
should be considered. Otsubo and Muraoka (1986) classified mud into
two groups according to their characteristics of settling form, flow
curve
(shear rate - shear stress curve) and resuspension behavior
under unidirectional flow.
The main factor to control these
characteristics is the nature of cation attached to particle
3+ 2+
surface.
The first group is represented by Kaolinite with Al Ca or
+
H , and the second group by Bentonite which consist of NaMontmorillonlte. The first group forms apparent mid-surface between
water layer and mud layer when mud particles settle down and it has
yield value in flow curve.
The second group does not form midsurface and does not have yield value.
Shibayama et al.
(1986)
suggested that both suspended load and mass transport in mud layer
should be considered for the first group and suspended load alone
should be considered for the second group.
It is also suggested by
Shibayama et al. (1986) that in the coastal environment, since the
salinity of sea water supplies enough number of cation, major part
of mud behaves like the first group.
Therefore if we consider mud
behavior in the coastal environment, we only consider, the first
group.
Figure 1 shows the diagram of a model for mud transport due to
waves.
In the figure, it is stated that mud behavior or mud
transport
rate is governed by mud characteristics and
wave
conditions. In order to calculate transport rate, mass transport in
mud layer and suspended mud transport should be evaluated.
The
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Figure 1: A diagram to evaluate mud transport rate.
suspended transport rate can be evaluated by the information of mud
concentration distribution and current or mass transport in water
layer.
In the followings, mud mass transport in mud layer will be
discussed.
2.GENERAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
The study on the behavior of cohesive bed materials under wave
action was started by Gade (1958). He treated mud as viscous fluid
and estimated theoretically the decay rate of water surface waves
propagating over mud bottom, under the assumption of long waves.
Dalrymple and Liu (1978) derived "complete model" which models water
layer and mud layer as viscous fluid.
They also used boundary
layer approximation and obtained an analytical solution of velocity
field of mud layer.
Recently, Hsiao and Shemdin (1980) and
Mcpherson (1980) treated mud layer as visco-elastic fluid.
The
above four studies were carried out mainly to get the decay rate of
water waves which travels over soft mud bottom.
In these five years, several attempts were carried out to
estimate mud mass transport rate in mud layer. Nagai et al.
(1984)
performed experiments using wave flume and gave some qualitative
descriptions for mud mass transport.
Shibayama et al. (1986) used
analytic solution of velocity field which was derived by Dalrymple
and Liu (1978) using boundary-layer approximation and got formula to
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calculate mass transport velocity. Mehta and Maa (1986) formulated
multi-layered model with the assumption of visco-elastic fluid
property and the results were compared with experiments. Tsuruya et
al.
(1986) extended the model of Dalrymple and Liu (1978) from
Newtonian viscous fluid to Bingham fluid by using a technique of
multi-layer model. They divided mud layer into several layers and
applied different value of viscosity according to the velocity
gradient in each layer. They also calculated mud mass transport
rate.
However, these two studies, Shibayama et al. and Tsuruya et
al., calculated Lagrangean component of transport rate
only,
excluding Eulerian component.
Shibayama et al. (1989)
formulated
visco-elastic model and calculated both Lagrangean and Eulerian
components of mud mass transport velocity. Then they compared the
model result of mass transport with the laboratory results and got
good agreements.
3.THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF MUD BEHAVIOR
Dalrymple and Liu (1978) formulated two-layer viscous fluid
model.
In both water layer and mud layer, the Navier-Stokes
equation with neglecting non-linear terms was given. For horizontal
direction,
clllj
"dt'

11 dv<
8Pi ,
Pi dx

dhij
1/ d'm
\ dx2

OHij
d-m \
dz2 j

CD

and for -vertic;al direction,
dwj
dt

1 dHvj

1
Pi

dz

dHvj
dz* ,

(2)

The mass continuity equation is
dtij

dwj ^Q

dx

dz

(3)

Tsuruya et al. (1986) divided mud layer into n layers in order to
incorporate the effect on non-Newtonian viscous fluid (multi-layer
viscous fluid model).
In each layer, the governing equations are
given by (1), (2), and (3). Here we assume the solution as (in j-th
layer)
U}=ujet^kx~"l'>, iVj=ivjei<-kx-°l\

Pj=Pjei(kx-«t\

w=

^e''cfa-rf.)

(4)

In mud layer, Mcpherson (1980) treated Vei as complex function. In jth layer,
• Gj
»eJ = VJ+ij^

(S)
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where Gj is elasticity, Pi is density, a is radian frequency. Here the
real part gives viscous effect and the imaginary part gives elastic
effect.
Shibayama et al. (1989a) incorporated the function (5) into
equations
(1) to (3), and determine the unsolved unknowns by using
the following boundary conditions (which is the same as Tsuruya et
al., 1986, for viscous fluid),

In water surface (z=:yi + hi)

m - = Wl

(6)

Vi--2pivi dz

plVl

=0

(7)

1 dlti , du>i

[lt+JW):=0

In inter-surface

(8)

J

(z= — j^hi, 2=0)
i-i

WJ

Bt

=

(9)

Wj = WJ+i

(11)

Pj~2pjVcj'^l-pjgvj=Pj^~2f,j+ivea+1,^Eii±_pMlgVJ+l
VA
dz

(12)

(Bus

dwj\

( duj+i

dwj+i\

(13)

In the bottom (z= — J]lii)
M =0

(14)

ui„ = Q

(15)

"

By using above conditions, simultaneous equations are obtained.
Then we can calculate unknowns numerically by using computer.
In order to calculate, we have to give the values of elasticity
and plasticity. A diagram to give viscosity is given by Tsuruya et
al.
(1987) as a function of water content ratio and velocity
gradient.
The way to give the value G, the elasticity is not yet
established. However Shibayama et al. (1989b) used oscillating type
viscous meter which is shown in Figure 2 and got the value of
elasticity and viscosity simultaneously. Figure 3 shows some of the
results of measured elasticity.
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Figure 2:

Apparatus of oscillating type visco-elastic meter.
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Figure 3: Measured results o£ mud elasticity.
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Here we formulate a model called visco-elastic-plastic model.
In the model, we calculate magnitude of shear stress In mud layer by
using the visco-elastic multi-layer model (Shibayama et al., 1989a).
If the magnitude of stress exceeds the yield value of mud, the layer
(in multi-layered mud layer) is assumed to be visco-plastic layer.
In the visco-plastic layer, the value of elasticity, G, is given as
0 and instead of elastic term, a fixed value of yield stress is
incorporated into governing equations and boundary conditions.
In
the real calculations, the following false elasticity G is used in
order
to left the effect of yield stress to the
momentum
conservation equation (Equation 1 and 2) in the visco-plastic
assumption.
The G
is given as follows.
T„z a

{Juj

dwj\

I 32

3x )

(16)

Figure 4 shows the flow curve of Kaolinite mud which was given
by Otsubo and Muraoka (1986) based on their measured results by
using rotating type viscosity meter.
In the figure, we will use
the yield stress of the mud, that is the boundary between
2 as
y.
visco-elastic model and visco-plastic model.

D(1/s)
Figure 4: Flow curve for Kaolinite mud. (Otsubo and Muraoka, 1985)
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Figure 5: The relationship
yield stress and
content ratio. (Data from Otsubo and Muraoka, 1986)
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Figure 5 shows the relation between water content ratio and the
yield stress.
The data for the yield stress is taken from the
measured results of Otsubo and Muraoka (1986). From the figure, we
will use the following formula for the yield stress based on the
regression analysis.
r„=l .47 X 108 X H/-2'83

(dyne/cm2)

(17)

Figure 6 shows some of the representative results of numerical
model.
In the figures, the following natures of mud layer are
indicated.
(1)A11 layers are modeled as visco-plastic,
(2)upper
layers are modeled as visco-plastic and lower layers are modeled as
visco-elastic,
(3)middle layers are visco-plastic and lower and
upper layers are visco-elastic, (4)all layers are modeled as viscoelastic .
4.MUD MASS TRANSPORT RATE IN MUD LAYER
By using the above described method, we can evaluate the
velocity field in both water layer and mud layer.
The Lagrangean
component of mass transport rate is given by (
gives time average
over one wave period)
U —

1

dx Jo

udt+

r-\ w (it

oz Jo

(18)

The Eulerian component of mass transport velocity is given by the
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Figure 6: Results of numerical model.
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Figure 7:
Comparison between laboratory data of mud particle
excursion amplitude and visco-elastic-plastic model or viscous fluid
model.

following momentum-conservation equation.
{UW)J—(uw)„ =

(IUF.J

Vj-

dz

(19)

where » indicates the location of outer edge of boundary layer.
The
sum of Lagrangean and Eulerian components of mass transport velocity
gives the total mass transport velocity.
Shibayama et al. (1989a) performed laboratory experiments in a
wave flume. A number of tracers were inserted into the mud layer,
and from the movement of tracers mud mass transport rate was
quantitatively
obtained.
Figure 7 shows the
comparison
of
laboratory
results of mud particle excursion
amplitude
and
calculated results by using visco-elastic-plastic model and viscous
fluid model.
It can be seen that the agreement of laboratory data
and the visco-elastic-plastic model is better than that of viscous
fluid model.
In Figure 8, the comparisons between the visco-elastic-plastic
model and laboratory data are shown. The distributions of amplitude
of vertical and horizontal excursion amplitude and mass transport
velocity
are shown in the figure.
It can be observed that a good
agreement is seen between laboratory results and model calculations.
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CONCLUSIONS
A numerical model has been developed and used to predict mud
mass transport rate in mud layer under the effect of water surface
waves.
In the model, the water layer was modeled as viscous fluid
and the mud layer is modeled as visco-elastic or visco-plastic
fluid.
It was concluded that the present numerical model based on
the assumption of visco-elastic or visco-plastic mud layer is useful
to predict mud transport rate due to wave action.
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